SEE/SAW FESTIVAL

The 2016 theme for the See/Saw Festival is “On the Brink: Borders, Boundaries, and Becoming.” The theme focuses on the concept of pushing and navigating ‘borders’. We imagine borders operating across multiple domains, from physical or geographical boundaries to individual identity. This weekend of interdisciplinary events will engage the University of Kansas and Lawrence community in dialogue around issues of social justice and equity. In occupying these public spaces with care, concern, and courage, facilitation of challenging but critical discussions regarding navigating the positive and negative aspects of operating ‘on the brink’ will be encouraged. The overriding intent is to build the local capacity for social change, as collective efforts are furthered in working toward equity, inclusion, access, and justice for all individuals. Events include: films, a research colloquium, ample chances for conversation, presentations, a youth workshop, and the opportunity to enjoy an art installation. Visit http://www.seesawfest.com for more details.

Cost: Free – At March 4-6th


Lawrence Arts Center

The Lawrence Arts Center is a public and private partnership, a regional center for visual and performing arts, contemporary exhibitions, film, and lectures. These programs are complemented by fully developed curricula in ballet and modern dance, theater performance, and visual arts. The Arts Center employs over 120 teaching artists whose courses observe Kennedy Center standards for visual and performing arts. 10,000 students take courses annually, and the Arts Center greets over 200,000 visitors each year.

http://lawrenceartscenter.org/exhibition/

Deathtrap A comedy thriller by Ira Levin

This ingenious play offers gasp-inducing thrills and spontaneous laughter. A Broadway writer struggles to overcome a "dry" spell when he recognizes a student’s play as a potential hit. The author and his wife devise a plan offering to collaborate with the student. Suspense mounts steadily as the plot begins to twist and turn until the final, startling moments of the play.

Theatre Lawrence

March 4-6

https://theatrelawrence.showare.com/eventperformances.asp?evt=5
The Douglas County Historical Society, a non-profit organization established in 1933, preserves the heritage of Douglas County and encourages civic engagement by sharing stories of the people and events that have shaped our communities. Since 1975, the Society has operated the Watkins Museum of History. The Watkins Museum, housed in the 1888 Watkins Land Mortgage and National Bank Building, provides educational resources and activities, programs and public events, and changing exhibits that explore the heritage of Douglas County and connect the past with issues that affect our communities today. - See more at: http://www.watkinsmuseum.org/#sthash.OJq7cmt8.dpuf

KU Biodiversity and Natural History Museum (next door to KU Union)
http://biodiversity.ku.edu

Downtown Lawrence, KS